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1.  Introduction
　We released analysis tools that were created in 
Java for analyzing texts in Sanskrit, Pāli and Ardha-
Māgadhī in 2005 (see Fig.1).  Then we revised them 
many times, aiming for easy use, correcting some 
errors, and adding other useful tools, etc.  In this 
paper we will summarize how to use our tools.  
　In Section 2 we will discuss the Pali96 font, 
which has been revised in order to include manu-
scripts such as the Vimalakīrti-nirdeśa.  In Section 3 
we will note how to prepare the text as an input file 
for our programs.  In Section 4 we will explain the 
program configuration in detail and error messages.  
In Section 5 we will show the result of the calcu-
lations using metrical analysis based on a neural 
network.  Section 6 is devoted to production of a 
word-concordance.  

2.  Pali96 Font
　Table 1 shows the keyboard input of the Pali96 
font on Mac OS and the ASCII codes for the letters.  
Three alphabet tables for Sanskrit (Skt), Pāli and 
Ardha-Māgadhī (AMg) are shown in Tables 2, 3 and 
4, respectively.  
　Recently we created some special characters as 

Fig. 1 Java program sets to analyze texts in 
Sanskrit, Pāli and Ardha-Māgadhī.  We 
prepared the three program tools: metre 
analysis, pāda index production and word 
index production.  See Table 5 in program 
details.
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Table 1 Keyboard input of the Pali96 font and its assignment to the ASCII numeric 
code: Special characters, such as ‘ā’, are typed by simultaneously pressing the Option 
key and the normal character key (e.g. ‘a’).  The same is true for the other characters, 
such as ‘m

4

, kh,’ etc.  The special character ‘ī’ is obtained by simultaneously pressing 
the Option key and the normal character ‘i’, followed by the keyboard input of the 
character ‘i’.  The character ‘ū’ is obtained in a similar way.  The special character ‘t

4

h’ 
is obtained by simultaneously pressing three keys: the Option key, the Shift key and 
the normal character ‘y’.  Normal Roman characters, such as ‘a, i’, etc., are typed in 
the usual way.
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‘â’ and ‘ai’, etc.  with the ASCII codes as listed in the table for description of the Vimalakīrti-
nirdeśa.  We can easily type these characters as shown in the Table.  As a result, the Alphabet 
table for Skt is extended as shown in Table 2.  
　Special attention must be paid to four special characters (/, // , | and ’), that are listed in Table 
1.  The first two must be used when preparing text for metre analysis or when producing an 
index to a canonical text consisting mainly of poetry (verse).  The third one is used when 
producing a pāda index.  The last one is used for the presentation of the prodelision form.  

3.  Text preparation
　This section describes the Romanized text that was adopted in this study.  To make up a 
correct Romanized text is one of the most important factors for ascertaining the reliability of 
the results of the computer analysis.  Note that the program tools are able to process plain texts 
(.txt) in Mac Roman (see References).  We take as our guiding principle to type the text in 
Roman in a form as analogous as possible to the original textual form: only minimal 
information (some special characters) is added to each line of text for the convenience of the 
automatic analysis of the text.  We have two types of text: one consists mainly of poetry 

Table 2 Alphabet table for Sanskrit (Skt).  The first 
to twentieth characters stand for vowels; six 
characters ‘a, i, u, r

9

, l
4

 and ar’ are short-vowels, the 
remaining twelve long-vowels.

Table 3 Alphabet table for Pāli.  The first to eighth 
characters stand for vowels; five characters ‘ā, ī, ū, e 
and o’ are long-vowels, the remaining three short-
vowels.

Table 4 Alphabet table for Ardha-Māgadhī (AMg).  
The first to eighth characters stand for vowels; five 
characters ‘ā, ī, ū, e and o’ are long-vowels, the 
remaining three short-vowels.
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(verse), and the other of prose.  A text that includes some special characters has its proper form 
to each computer program; for example, for metrical analysis or the indexing program, you can 
obtain a text sample included in each program folder shown in Fig. 1.  
　Romanized text which consists mainly of poetry is used for metrical analysis.  Some 
characters are added to the original text, as shown in Fig. 2: note five points marked by circled 
numbers.  
(a)  Encircled 1 shows the special symbol ‘§’ and the page number 5, followed by a special end 

mark ‘/ ’.  The symbol ‘§’, the page number and ‘/ ’ are the added information to the 
original text.  

(b)  The next line shows a line of prose.  The special end mark for the prose text, //*//, should 
occur at the end of each line.  

(c)  Encircled 3 shows that a carriage return should be typed at the end of each line.  
(d)  One verse consists of two (or three) lines.  The special symbols ‘/ ’ and ‘// ’ are added at the 

end of the first and second (last) lines to indicate the first and second (last) half-verses, 
respectively.  The Arabic numeral between the two symbols ‘// ’ at the end of the last half-
verse indicate the serial verse number.  

　When making a metrical analysis, the information for the page number or verse number is 
automatically evaluated by using the features (a), (b), (c) and (d).  Some points are of special 
importance when preparing the text in Roman.  First, only one space should be used for 
separating the words because many spaces squander computational time unnecessarily.  
Secondly, if necessary, it allows for any number of Arabic numerals to appear in the text itself, 
except for the numeral occurring between two special marks ‘// ’ at the end of a verse line.  

4.  Program configuration and error message
　We developed analysis tools for three different languages, Sanskrit, Pāli and Ardha-Māgadhī 
(see Fig. 1).  We will show only the program set configuration for Sanskrit, Table 5, as an 
example, since the other two program sets have the same configuration.  
　For the study of the manuscripts mainly consisting of prose, we prepared two program tools: 
one to produce a word index and the other to produce a reverse word index.  On the other hand, 
we prepared six program tools to analyze the manuscripts mainly consisting of verse: metrical 

Fig. 2 Romanized text which is used in the metrical analysis.  Some 
special characters as like ‘§’, ‘/’, etc. are added to the original text.
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analysis based on a neural network and the other based on a pattern matching, a pāda index 
production, a reverse pāda index production, a word index production and a reverse word 
index production.  The pāda index production tool consists of two programs called 
SktVeSerPadaIndex1.jar and SktVeSerPadaIndexLine2.jar, where the abbreviations Skt, Ve and 
Ser mean Sanskrit, Verse and Serial, respectively.  These programs should be used in that order.  
Detailed instructions about how to use these programs are found in References.  

Table 5 Program sets to analyze the manuscripts in Sanskrit.

　We improved the program in such a way as to be able to show error messages, since it is 
very difficult to see why the program stops.  We debugged our programs many times so that 
they do not have any errors.  Our program stops usually due to errors in the input file.  So we 
added such a function to the program that can save the text itself into the output file after every 
time the program reads it.  So the reason for the program error is usually found by checking 
this output file if the text formatting is in violation of a rule.  
　We will explain this situation by using Fig. 3, which shows the action of the program for the 
pāda index production.  The left-hand bottom figure shows the input file, and the right-hand 
bottom file shows the output file.  If there are some errors in the text, the error message on the 
right-hand top will be displayed.  Usually, the end line in the output file shows the text line 
where the program cannot process the text properly.  So the user should correct any error 
included in this line.  Error in the last text line is that there is missing of the special mark as 
like //2// at the end of this line.  After removing all errors in the text, this program will finish 
properly.  Then all the text lines should be removed in the output file by hand, since these text 
lines interfere with running the second program if the next program uses the first calculated 
result to obtain the final result.  So please note this new function of the program when using 
our new version of the programs.  
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5.  Metrical analysis based on a neural network
　We will discuss here the set of the program for metre analysis based on a neural network, 
since we have not explained so far how to use this set.  
　Figure 4 shows the input text file sample for this program, SktNeuroMetreAnalNo1.jar.  This 
text sample is prepared in the same way as the text file in Fig. 2.  Figure 5 shows the result of 
the metrical analysis obtained by using this program, and has the following characteristics:
(1)  The top text line shows the first half-verse of verse number 15.  
(2)  The second line shows the first pāda (pāda a) of the text and the second pāda (pāda b) of the 

text.  These are properly divided into two pādas by this program.  
(3)  The third line indicates the syllable scheme to pāda a, and the number of syllables, and then 

the syllable scheme for pāda b and the number of its syllables.  
(4)  The fourth line shows the predicted values of the first teacher signal for the first and second 

pādas, respectively.  
(5)  The fifth line shows the predicted values of the second teacher signal for the first and second 

pādas, respectively.  
(6)  The sixth line shows the assigned metres to pādas a and b, Jagatī and Jagatī, respectively.  
We call these results (1)-(6) as one analysis result block.  As seen from this result, we can say 
that this program works correctly: this tool can show the correct pāda separation.  We cannot 
specify such correct separation by using the previous metre analysis tool based on pattern 
matching.  This leads to the reduction of monotonous work for linguists.  The data in lines 4 

Fig. 3 Action of the program for the serial pāda index production.
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and 5 can be ignored because these are used to check the calculated result.  
　The result for the next (last) half-verse is very interesting: pāda c is classified as Trisutbh, 
but pāda d has two possibilities: either Jagati in the first block or Tristubh in the second block.  
The latter classification comes from the replacement of the last two consecutive short-vowels 
with one long-vowel.  In this case, linguists will easily deduce its appropriate conclusion from 
these calculated results.  
　The text line just after page number, §79/ should be classified into the combination of Sloka 
(Pa) and Sloka (EvP), where Pa means pathyyā, and EvP pathyyā of the even pāda, 
respectively.  

6.  Production of a word-concordance
　We have produced many indexes for texts published by the Pali Text Society (PTS) starting 
in 1995, by using our index production programs.  The texts in the cells without color in Table 
6 have been indexed, and the texts in the gray cells have not been indexed yet.  The total 
numbers of pages for the indexed texts of Table 6 and no-indexed texts of Table 7 are about 
12,000 and 4,700, respectively.  As can be seen from the table, we have already produced 

Fig. 4 Input text file sample to the program, SktNeuroMetreAnalNo1.jar.

Fig . 5 Metr ica l ana lys i s resu l t ob ta ined by the program, 
SktNeuroMetreAnalNo1.jar.
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indexes for the major of the texts of the Pāli canons published from PTS.  Recently we found 
that the so-called “A Pāli Tipit

4

aka Word Concordance” is very useful and an essential tool for 
studying the Pāli canon.  So we have tried to merge all the indexes which have been prepared 
so far into one file by using the program set PaliPrSerWordIndexSet (see Fig. 1): 
(PaliPrSerWordIndex1.jar, PaliPrSerWordIndexLine2.jar, PaliPrSerwordIndexMerge3.jar).  We 
can easily produce this merged index, and thus we will be able to compile the concordance by 

Table 6 The Pāli canons published from PTS.  The texts in the no-color 
cell have been indexed, and the texts in the color cell have not been 
indexed yet.

Table 7 The Pāli canons which have not been 
indexed yet.
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using our tools.  First we will produce each word index to each text shown in Table 7, then we 
can complete “A Pāli Tipitaka Word Concordance” in a few years, by merging every index.  
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